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Are You Discoverable?
Ensure Consumers Find You 
on Healthcare Search Sites 

The data is in: consumers looking to connect with 
the right healthcare providers turn to third-party 
review sites such as healthgrades.com, which 
receives more than 100,000 searches a month, 
more than they use alternatives. 

Similar to other purchases, consumers rely on patient reviews to inform 

their decisions, and the most reviews are on third-party comparative 

sites. Consider these facts: 

• 77% of online health inquiries start with an online search,1 and almost

three quarters (72%) of patients use online reviews as their first step in

finding a new doctor.2

• A whopping 94% of patients use online reviews to evaluate physicians

and make healthcare decisions.2 Comments from other patients

have become the second most important factor when choosing a

physician.3

• The ability to compare physicians across medical groups (on third-party 

sites) and validate choices is important for 75% of consumers.4

1  Google/Millward Brown Digital “Path to Treatment” Study, 2016. 

2  Loria, G. (2019) How Patients Use Online Reviews. 

3  2019 survey conducted by OnePoll and commissioned by Binary Fountain.

4  Stax web survey and analysis, 2017.  

http://www.healthgrades.com
https://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/how-patients-use-online-reviews/


ENGAGE CONSUMERS WHERE THEY ARE
Building the “digital front door” has become a familiar term in healthcare, but the execution is still a 

challenge. Your front door is not your home page; it’s a strategy to meet patients who are searching 

for care where they are — a sprawling ecosystem that includes all of the business listings and 

third-party review sites where patients will first encounter you, read reviews about your providers, 

and choose whether to engage with you, perhaps through your website, but perhaps through an 

online scheduling service or contact center number that is prominently displayed in your third-party 

profiles. Your digital front door should be always welcoming and ever expanding.

BE DISCOVERABLE
Despite the evidence, many providers continue to focus on their website as the sole entry point 

for consumers to find them, without further promotion. Think about that. Suppose you followed 

website best practices and upgraded your site to be mobile-friendly with optimized SEO, added rich 

clinical content and even a chat bot to help consumers find what they’re looking for quickly. Maybe 

you enhanced your physician directory with more robust profiles and sophisticated patient-provider 

matching. Despite the investment, without focusing on upstream local listings and third-party review 

sites that make you discoverable where consumers are searching, your traffic will barely budge. 

AMPLIFY YOUR PROFILES
Healthgrades.com provides a free standard listing for every doctor in the National Provider 

Identifier Registry, a government directory of all active providers in the country. Those listings can 

include a photo and information about hours, location, specialty, credentials, insurance accepted, 

quality ratings, and reviews. Consumers can review basic details about every practicing provider in 

one place. 

To differentiate yourself before this educated and engaged audience, you can also opt for enhanced 

provider profiles and branding as part of a program called Patient Direct Connect. These profiles 

receive priority placement and even appear on search results pages for competing providers. They can 

include a care philosophy video, known to measurably increase engagement, as well as procedures 

and conditions treated, online appointment scheduling, and 24/7/365 contact center access.
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ARE YOU DISCOVERABLE?

Healthgrades.com attracts a 
valuable demographic:
• 70% have post-secondary education

• 66% are female

• 57% are 45+

• 57% have a household income of 75K+

• 40% more likely to be commercially insured

https://partners.healthgrades.com/patient-access/patient-scheduling/
https://partners.healthgrades.com/patient-access/healthcare-contact-center/
https://partners.healthgrades.com/patient-access/patient-direct-connect/


ARE YOU DISCOVERABLE?

Read now

DOWNLOAD THE WHITEPAPER
Patients looking for care on third-party sites are looking for highly rated, frequently reviewed 

providers with high marks for quality whose services, location, and care philosophy match their 

needs. If you’ve worked hard enough to meet all of those criteria but aren’t discoverable, you’re 

missing out on patients who are looking for you. 

Digital engagement involves many moving parts — enhanced third-party profiles that stand out, 

business listings that must be accurate and consistent across dozens of sites, and reputation 

management that actively cultivates reviews. Ideally your profiles will also include convenient 

scheduling options like online appointment scheduling and 24/7/365 contact center availability, 

which enable conversions entirely apart from your website.
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ENHANCED PROFILES DELIVER RESULTS
Are paid listings on healthcare-specific third-party sites worth it? Yes, if you optimize your listings 

and manage your online reviews, which you have more control over than you thinkmore control over than you think.   

One large health system updated the profiles of 1,251 employed and affiliated providers on 

healthgrades.com, completing 98% of the recommended information for each provider, including 

videos. Over five years, traffic coming directly from competing doctors’ profiles increased by 29% 

and commercial payor mix increased by 35%. 

Over two years, Hendricks Regional Hospital in Central Indiana increased searches by 63% 

and call volume by 53%. The main goal of participation was to boost physician recruiting by 

demonstrating a commitment to build new doctors’ practices. In doing so, the hospital acquired 

2,775 new patients (an increase of 79%), generated net revenue of $3.5 million from new patients, 

and earned a return on investment of $19.7 million.

That’s a lot to manage on your own. To learn more about 

Healthgrades’ turnkey approach to digital engagement,        

read our whitepaper, Help Consumers Find and Connect       

with Your Providers.

https://partners.healthgrades.com/whitepaper/help-consumers-find-and-connect-with-your-providers
https://partners.healthgrades.com/blog/how-to-respond-to-negative-patient-reviews
https://partners.healthgrades.com/client-story/hendricks-case-study

